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The cuprate high temperature superconductors exhibit a pronounced trend in which the superconducting
transition temperature Tc increases with the number of CuO2 planes n in the crystal structure. We compare the
magnetic excitation spectrum of Bi2+xSr2−xCuO6+δ (Bi-2201) and Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10+δ (Bi-2223), with n = 1
and 3, respectively, using Cu L3-edge resonant inelastic x-ray scattering. Near the antinodal zone boundary we
find the paramagnon energy in Bi-2223 is substantially higher than that in Bi-2201, indicating that multilayer
cuprates host stronger effective magnetic exchange interactions, providing a possible explanation for the Tc vs
n scaling. In contrast, the nodal direction exhibits very strongly damped, almost nondispersive excitations. We
argue that this implies that the magnetism in the doped cuprates is partially itinerant in nature.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.90.220506 PACS number(s): 74.70.Xa, 71.70.Ej, 75.25.−j
Despite over 25 years of research we still have very few
reliable strategies for increasing the superconducting transition
temperature Tc of the cuprates. One well-established and
widely applicable method is to vary the number of neighboring
CuO2 planes n in the crystal structure. Tc typically increases
from n = 1 to 3, before dropping off for n  4, where
high quality single crystal samples have proved challenging
to synthesize [1]. In Bi-based cuprates the maximum Tc
is 34 K for n = 1 and 110 K for n = 3, with Hg- and
Tl-based cuprates showing similar trends [2–5]. This has
lead to numerous competing explanations. Some researchers
suggest that tunneling of Cooper pairs between the layers can
enhance Tc [6–8]. Alternatively, the outer CuO2 layers have
been proposed to protect the inner layers from the disorder
present in the cuprate spacer layers [9–11]. The strength of
the next-nearest-neighbor (and other higher-order) hopping
parameters have also been implicated as a mechanism for
increasing Tc [12,13]. Other work suggests that changes in Tc
are dependent on the energy of the pz orbitals from the apical
oxygens [14]. Finally, it may be that screening of plasmonlike
intralayer modes leads to an increase in Tc with n [15].
More detailed spectroscopic measurements of the prop-
erties of multilayer cuprates are crucial in distinguishing
between these different proposals. High quality angle-resolved
photoemission (ARPES) measurements of trilayer Bi cuprates
have recently been obtained [16]. These data argue against
proposals based on changes in the next-nearest-neighbor
hopping parameters [12]. Another ARPES study reported
that the magnitude of the “kink” in the electronic structure
increases from n = 1 to 3, suggesting that multilayer cuprates
host a stronger electron-boson coupling [17]. Unfortunately,
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to date there is very limited information about the magnetic
interactions in the multilayer cuprates. This is because these
systems are usually very difficult to synthesize in the large
single crystal form required for inelastic neutron scattering
(INS). Relatively recently, Cu L3-edge resonant inelastic x-ray
scattering (RIXS) has emerged as an alternative probe of
the magnetic excitations in the cuprates [18]. Here we use
RIXS to probe and compare the magnetic excitations in
single layer (Bi-2201) and trilayer (Bi-2223) bismuth-based
cuprates. We report two main conclusions. First, we find
that the paramagnon energy along the antinodal (Cu-O bond)
direction is substantially higher in Bi-2223 compared to
Bi-2201. This is consistent with the hypothesis that, everything
else being equal, Tc scales with the strength of the effective
Cu-Cu nearest-neighbor magnetic exchange interaction J
[19]. Such an appealingly simple scenario must be taken
into account against competing proposals for the Tc vs n
scaling relationship. Second, we find that the nodal direction
in the Brillouin zone hosts very strongly damped, almost
nondispersive excitations in both Bi-2201 and Bi-2223, in stark
contrast to the antinodal direction. This phenomenology can
restrict models of magnetism in the cuprates, and we show
that it is captured by itinerant calculations of the dynamical
magnetic susceptibility [20]. This implies that the nature of the
magnetism in the doped cuprates is at least partially itinerant.
Bi2+xSr2−xCuO6+δ (Bi-2201) x = 0.20 single crystals
were grown using the floating-zone method. The hole con-
centration for x = 0.20 was determined to be p = 0.12(1)
using Hall effect measurements [21]. This particular Bi-2201
system was chosen because it has an especially low Tc ≈ 1 K
due to its narrow Tc-p dome which peaks at 9 K [21,22].
Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10+δ (Bi-2223) single crystals were also pre-
pared using the floating-zone method [23]. An onset Tc =
109 K with a width of ∼4 K was measured by superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry, putting
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FIG. 1. (Color online) RIXS spectra for Bi-2201 and Bi-2223
taken at Q = (0.39,0). Magnetic, orbital, and charge-transfer ex-
citations are seen in energy ranges around 0–400 meV, 1–3 eV, and
2–8 eV, respectively (high-energy scales > 6 eV are not shown).
it in the slightly underdoped region [23], similar to the Bi-2201
sample, though the precise doping level of Bi-2223 is difficult
to define because the different CuO2 layers have different
doping levels [16]. The samples were cleaved to reveal a fresh
surface immediately before introducing them into vacuum.
RIXS spectra were measured with the SAXES spectrometer
located at the ADRESS beamline of the Swiss Light Source
at the Paul Scherrer Institut [24,25]. The x-ray energy was
set at the peak in the Cu L3-edge total fluorescence yield
x-ray absorption spectrum at approximately 931 eV. The
experimental resolution and the elastic energy of the RIXS
spectra were determined by measuring the diffuse elastically
scattered x rays from disordered graphite, giving a resolution
of ∼140 meV Gaussian full width at half maximum (FWHM).
The elastic energy was further confirmed by observing that
the energy of the dd excitations remained independent of
Q, as expected for localized excitations. We present spectra
normalized to the integrated intensity of the dd excitations, as
was done in previous studies [26–28]. The scattering vector Q
is denoted using the pseudotetragonal unit cell a ≈ b ≈ 3.8 ˚A.
X rays were scattered through a fixed angle of 130◦ and the
sample was rotated to change Q‖, the projection of Q into the
CuO2 planes. Here high Q‖ corresponds to close-to-grazing
exit geometry. The x-ray polarization was parallel (π ) to the
horizontal scattering plane and all data were taken at low
temperature, T ≈ 15 K.
RIXS spectra showing the dd-orbital transitions in Bi-2201
and Bi-2223 are plotted in Fig. 1. The Bi-2223 sample shows
additional spectral weight, compared to Bi-2201, around
∼2.7 eV relative to the main peak at 1.6 eV. The inner
CuO2 planes in Bi-2223 lack apical oxygens, meaning that
the Cu atoms in these layers are in the strongly tetragonal
crystal field limit, pushing the z2 orbital transition to higher
energies. The spectra in Fig. 1 are consistent with the additional
spectral weight in Bi-2223 coming from excitations into the
high-energy orbitals in the inner CuO2 planes. Such a scenario
should be tested by quantum chemical calculations and
detailed measurements of the RIXS polarization dependence
in future experimental studies [29].
The dispersion of the low-energy RIXS spectra along
the antinodal (ζ,0) direction, where ζ is a reciprocal space
FIG. 2. (Color online) Low-energy RIXS spectra for Bi-2201
(left) and Bi-2223 (right) along (ζ,0), showing the dispersion of the
paramagnon excitation. Black points show the data and the solid gray
line represents the results of the fitting, which is the sum of a Gaussian
elastic scattering contribution (red), an antisymmetrized Lorentzian
capturing the magnetic scattering (blue), and the smooth background
(dashed black line).
coordinate, is shown in Fig. 2. A broad, dispersive paramagnon
mode is observed—much as the spectra for other doped
cuprates and consistent with Hubbard model calculations,
which also predict the presence of paramagnons in the
doped cuprates [18,30]. The line shape was modeled using
a resolution-limited Gaussian function to account for elastic
scattering and an antisymmeterized Lorentizian multiplied by
the Bose-Einstein distribution and convolved with the instru-
mental resolution to account for the paramagnon excitation.
A smooth background, obtained by interpolating between the
energy gain region of the spectrum below about −100 meV
and the dd range of the spectrum above about 800 meV, was
used to account for the tail of the dd excitations. A similar
procedure was used in Refs. [26,28,31].
Figure 3 plots the paramagnon energy as a function of
ζ along (ζ,0), as determined by this fitting procedure. The
energy scale of the paramagnon in Bi-2223 is consistently
higher than that in Bi-2201, and the values for Bi-2212 tend
to fall in between these two limits. Assuming a spin-wave-like
phenomenological functional form where the energy E ∝
sin( Q · a), we plot guides to the eye in Fig. 3. Extrapolating
these lines to the (0.5,0) zone boundary gives paramagnon en-
ergy scales of 295(21), 329(14), and 347(14) meV for Bi-2201,
Bi-2212, and Bi-2223, respectively. We take the magnitude of
the zone boundary paramagnon energy as a measure of the
effective nearest-neighbor magnetic exchange interaction J .
220506-2
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The dispersion of the energy of the para-
magnon mode in Bi-2201 and Bi-2223 along (ζ,0), as obtained by
the fitting analysis of the spectra in Fig. 2. The points for Bi-2212 are
obtained by fitting the data in Ref. [27] in the same way. The lines
are sinusoidal fits to the Bi-2201, Bi-2212, and Bi-2223 data, which
serve as guides to the eyes. Error bars are determined by summing
the estimated uncertainly in the elastic energy and the statistical error
from the least-square-fitting routines in quadrature.
Single layer doped cuprates such as yttrium-based systems
[26] and La2−xSrxCuO4 [28] also show energy scales similar
to Bi-2201, as does single layer Tl2Ba2CuO4 [32], although
Tl2Ba2CuO4 has only been studied in the overdoped region
of the phase diagram. Several previous studies have shown
that the doping dependence of the paramagnon energy in
the cuprates is rather weak [18,26–28,32], which implies
that the small difference in doping between the Bi-2201 and
Bi-2223 samples is not a determining factor for the observed
difference in the paramagnon energies. Similarly, independent
work has shown that with the current energy resolution no
significant change in the paramagnon energy is seen through
the superconducting transition [33].
The widths of the paramagnon excitations are approxi-
mately 250 meV (Lorentzian half width at half maximum)
and roughly independent of Q. Within errors we do not
find significant differences between Bi-2201 and Bi-2223.
In multilayer cuprates such as Bi-2223, coupling between
different planes would be expected to cause the paramagnon
to split into three modes. However, the interlayer magnetic
exchange interaction J⊥ has been estimated to be well
below 10 meV from ARPES measurements of Bi-2212 [34].
It therefore makes a negligible contribution to the widths
observed here. Y-based cuprates spanning the underdoped
to slightly overdoped region of the phase diagram exhibit
paramagnon widths of comparable magnitude ∼230 meV,
which are also approximately Q independent [26]. Data for
La2−xSrxCuO4 also show similar widths around the same
doping levels [28].
Figure 2 also shows stronger elastic scattering from Bi-
2201 than Bi-2223. The strength of the elastic line in RIXS
reflects the structural defect density and the surface flatness
of the crystals, which varies between different crystals.
La2−xSrxCuO4 thin films and cleaved single crystals of Bi-
2212 and La2−xBaxCuO4 show similar elastic intensities to
the Bi-2223 data [27,28,31,35], whereas polished Y-based
cuprates display comparable elastic intensities to the Bi-2201
data [26]. Around (0.2–0.3,0) a charge density wave may
contribute to the elastic (or quasielastic) intensity in Bi-2201
[36], although this signal is suppressed in the polarization
configuration used here [31].
We now discuss the implications of Fig. 3. The higher-
energy paramagnons in Bi-2223 compared to Bi-2201 suggest
an appealingly simple scenario—relevant for theories of high-
Tc superconductivity based on the exchange of magnetic
excitations—that Tc is higher in the multilayer cuprates
because J is higher [37]. Indeed, J is often the only
relevant energy scale in such theories. There are relatively
few systematic measurements of J as a function of n that
we can compare with the present RIXS results, likely due to
difficulties in growing high quality samples. Raman scattering
couples to the two-magnon density of states at q ≈ 0, and this
two-magnon peak appears at higher energies in Bi-2212 than
in Bi-2201 [38], consistent with the trend found here.
While higher values of J may play an important role for the
increased Tc in multilayer cuprates, it should be emphasized
that such an effect should only be considered within a single
cuprate family. It is clear that this is not the only effect that
needs to be invoked to explain the variation of Tc between
different cuprate families [39].
We now consider the excitation spectrum along the nodal
(ζ,ζ ) direction, as plotted in Fig. 4. In this direction in
reciprocal space, the majority of the spectral weight sits at
FIG. 4. (Color online) Low-energy RIXS spectra for Bi-2201
(left) and Bi-2223 (right) along (ζ,ζ ), where a heavily overdamped,
almost nondispersive excitation is observed. Black points show the
data and the solid gray line represents the results of the fitting,
which is the sum of a Gaussian elastic scattering contribution (red),
an antisymmetrized Lorentzian (blue), and the smooth background
(dashed black line).
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lower energies relative to the antinodal direction, and there is
a strong tail of intensity extending out to higher energies.
The spectra exhibit very little Q dependence. This is in
distinct contrast to undoped cuprates such as La2CuO4 and
Sr2CuO2Cl2, where INS and RIXS spectra show well-defined
spin-wave excitations in this direction [40–42], i.e., doping
strongly damps the magnetic excitations. Fitting the same
formula to the data in Fig. 4, as was done in Fig. 2, yields widths
that are far larger than the energy of the Lorentzian peak. The
leading edge of the line shape is primarily determined by
the energy resolution function, and the exact energy of the
Lorentzian peak becomes difficult to determine. Indeed, even
though the paramagnon line shape can still be used to describe
the data, the lack of dispersion, and the fact that the width of
the mode is much larger than the energy, implies very strong
scattering and a lack of coherent propagation. This indicates
that a paramagnon-based picture is inappropriate in the doped
cuprates along the nodal direction.
In order to explain this phenomenon, we performed cal-
culations of the imaginary part of the magnetic dynamical
susceptibility χ ′′( Q,E) based on the renormalized itinerant
quasiparticle approach described in Ref. [20]. The calculations
presented are performed for a single layer cuprate system. Tri-
layer calculations were also performed. These introduce some
additional fine structure, which would not be resolvable with
the present energy resolution, and the overall form of the results
remains the same. The results of the single layer calculation
are plotted in Fig. 5 [43]. The prediction captures the well-
defined paramagnon feature that is present along the antinodal
direction, a feature that arises due to dynamical nesting across
the Fermi level. Efficient nesting does not occur for energy
transfers above 100 meV along the nodal direction, leading to
diffuse magnetic weight, and no paramagnon feature, along
(0,0) → (0.3,0.3), which qualitatively, although not quantita-
tively, captures the asymmetry between the nodal and antinodal
FIG. 5. (Color online) Calculations of the imaginary part of the
magnetic dynamical susceptibility χ ′′( Q,E) in the superconducting
state based on the renormalized itinerant quasiparticle approach used
in Ref. [20]. A well-defined paramagnon mode is observed along the
antinodal (0,0) → (0.5,0) direction whereas the intensity along the
nodal (0,0) → (0.5,0.5) direction is more diffuse and poorly defined
with the exception of the “resonance mode” around (0.5,0.5). Apart
from the “resonance mode,” calculations for the nonsuperconducting
state are virtually identical.
directions. Other itinerant calculations of χ ′′( Q,E) in the
cuprates also show similar phenomenology [44–46]. The fact
that itinerant models capture this effect implies an itinerant,
or partially itinerant, nature of the cuprate magnetism, at least
for the doping and Q and E scales studied here.
This result should be considered in the context of the
larger debate on the relative merits of localized versus itinerant
calculations for describing magnetism in the cuprates [47,48].
ARPES shows the presence of coherent quasiparticles in the
electronic structure of optimally doped cuprates [49], which
has motivated itinerant descriptions of the magnetism [44–46].
These should be contrasted with the local-moment magnetism
present in the undoped cuprates [50]. For example, INS
measurements of Bi-2212 have been used to argue that itinerant
calculations cannot account for the temperature dependence of
the 40 meV magnetic resonance mode around (0.5,0.5) [51].
This suggests that a combination of local moment and itinerant
physics is responsible for the richness of the full spectrum over
all Q and E scales in the doped cuprates.
Finally, comparing INS and RIXS measurements at finite
doping shows that the dispersion of the excitations is not
symmetrical about (0,0) and (0.5,0.5). While RIXS shows
a strong difference between the nodal (0,0) → (0.25,0.25)
and antinodal (0,0) → (0.5,0) directions, INS demonstrates
that around (0.5,0.5) these two different directions both
host paramagnon excitations well into the overdoped regime
[52,53]. This further emphasizes that (0,0) and (0.5,0.5) do
not host symmetric dispersions—such a symmetry is only
expected to hold for Ne´el ordered cuprates [54].
To conclude, we present RIXS data on Bi-2201 and
Bi-2223. Along the antinodal (0,0) → (0.5,0) direction we
observe a dispersive damped paramagnon mode with a higher
zone boundary energy in Bi-2223 than in Bi-2201, which
indicates that Bi-2223 hosts stronger effective magnetic
exchange interactions than does Bi-2201. This fact must be
considered, against other proposed explanations, as a possible
reason for the enhanced Tc in the multilayer cuprates. Along
the nodal (0,0) → (0.3,0.3) direction we find diffuse, almost
nondispersive spectral weight, in strong contrast to the magnon
excitation present in a undoped insulator. We show that
calculations of the dynamical magnetic susceptibility based
on Ref. [20] qualitatively capture the paramagnon present in
the antinodal direction and the diffuse magnetic weight in the
nodal direction, which indicates that magnetism in the doped
cuprates is at least partially itinerant in nature.
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